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Abstract: In this paper a hybrid wind solar system and its synchronization with utility grid is presented.
Proposed system is  based  upon  phase loop locked (PLL) technique. This System is designed to have two
basic types of alternative energy sources i.e. solar panel and wind turbine. Developed solar panel model
employs a  maximum  power  point tracking (MPPT) and Boost converters with reference inputs from the grid
for synchronization. Wind  turbine  contains  a pulse width modulation (PWM) based controller and voltage
side converter (VSC) for synchronization. This piece of work talks about the detailed design of every module
to achieve the synchronized voltages with fairly less power loss and minimum harmonics.. Simulation results
shows that excess energy can be successfully are transferred to the local grid within the range. Simulation
models have been designed in SimPower for analysis purposes.
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INTRODUCTION sinusoidal current with less amount of harmonics to the

The energy consumption of world is rising gradually. consisting of a PI Controller which acts like a filter to
One of the obvious  alternate  is to go for renewable remove the unwanted  harmonics  in PLL system caused
energy sources, like solar energy and wind energy etc. by voltage distortion and hence a quick response is
Solar panels are used to produce green and clean energy achieved [6]. Working on same lines, Adzic et al.
without pollution and similarly wind energy is generated introduced a system in which PLL parameters were
and managed efficiently with less cost of implementation adjusted using transfer function form to meet the desired
[1, 2]. Green energy technology(GET) is the demand of results [7].  FANG  Xiong et al. used PLL technique for
now a days as it is environment friendly and safe for lives the synchronizations in  unbalanced situation and
of human being. Green energy is cheap, helps reducing variable  frequency  [8]. Double rotating  frames  were
global  warming  (GW)  and  has maximum benefits [3]. used as reference for the detection of positive
And this makes it is essential to enhance the efficiency of fundamental frequency [8]. D. Yazdani et al. also
the existing electrical system [4]. But again there are developed a technique to extract frequency and phase
number of constraints attached to this alternative. So it is angle in real time to use it  for the synchronization
sensible that both traditional utility grid system and purpose [5].This was used for the integration of the
recent hot alternative renewable energy system be renewable energies with grid for fast response [9].
integrated in to one system. This is one of the possible In this work a system is proposed for the integration
solutions but, mathematically it is understood that in of distributed energy sources like Wind and Solar with
order to  synchronize  two systems they should have utility Grid using Phase loop locked (PLL) method with
same frequency and phase relationships. In order to less power loss, reduced harmonics and enhanced
achieve this synchronization  number  of research efficiency. If power is generated in excess then system is
approaches has been introduced by researchers around synchronized with local grid within 20 Km range.
the world. Like, E. Adzic et al. developed a strategy to Paper formation consists of proposed methodology
solve the problems of conventional Voltage source in next  section  followed  by detailed design discussion
converter (VSC) [5]. This strategy provides almost a of   every   module   along   with   the   results  description.

grid [5]. Similarly R.K. Sinha developed a system
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MATERIALS AND METHODS Photovoltaic System: In that section, we have explained

Proposed hybrid system has two basic inputs, one
from  the  solar  panel  and other from the wind turbine.
The output from the solar panel is passed through a
mechanism for maximum  power point tracking (MPPT)
and also through a Boost converter. This corresponding
output is then fed to a 3-level bridge and to voltage
source converter (VSC) with voltage  and current
reference from the grid for synchronization purposes.

On the other side, output from the permanent magnet
synchronous motor (PMSM) is given to the machine side
controller which is based upon pulse width modulation
(PWM). This output is then given to universal bridge
containing IGBT for rectification purposes. Afterwards a
line-side controller is designed to perform voltage
synchronization. Final output from both the sides is given
to the load. If system is generating  energy  in surplus
then this energy is fed to the local grid by putting it on
the bus bar after passing through step-up transformer.
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of overall system.

Simulation model of every module along with the
output is discussed in section ahead.

hybrid power generation system of photovoltaic cells and
wind turbine. This generation system consists of boost
converter along with MPPT controller, a photovoltaic
array and an inverter with VSC controller and various
other different kinds of controllers. Equivalent PV circuit
is represented in. 2.

We can see clearly in Fig.1 that the system has a
current source which is connected with a diode, in parallel
configuration.

Photovoltaic cell can be represented by following
characteristic equation.

(1)

Where,

(2)

(3)

Fig 1: Block diagram of the proposed system

Fig 2: Equivalent PV cell circuit
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Fig 3: Solar Panel model

V & I: Output voltage and current of Cell;

T: Temperature of Cell; 
Ios: Reverse saturation current of Cell;
k: Boltzmann's constant 
Ki: Temperature coefficient at Iscr; 
q: Electron charge 
Lambda: Irradiation of Solar in W/m^2; 
Ilg: Current generated by light; 
Iscr: Short circuit current 
Ego: Silicon band gap; 
Tr: Temperature used as Reference; 
A: Ideality factor; 
Ior: saturation current measured at Tr; 
Rs: Series resistance;
Rsh: Shunt resistance; 

Current-Voltage  and  Power-Voltage  curves  of a
solar cell are given in the Fig. 4.

This procedure makes use of Photovoltaic array'
incremental conductance   to calculate signs of .

When  becomes identical and opposite of  value,

here     =0, maximum power point is reached
and hence algorithm becomes aware of the situation so it
ends and return related value of operating voltage for
MPPT [3-5]. Our proposed model of MPPT is represented
in Fig. 6.

Fig 4: IV characteristics of array

Boost converter of 5  Khz  is used to increases
voltage to 500 volts from 272 which is natural voltage of
PV. MPPT controller is used in optimizing the duty cycle
which dose it by using incremental conductance
technique.

VSC Converter: Regulation of DC bus Voltage at 500V is
done by Three Level VSC converter it also keeps unity
power factor.

Two control loops are used by the Control System:
Regulation of DC link voltage to +/- 250 V is done by
External control loop and regulation of Id and Iq grid
currents is done by internal control loop. ( also referred to
as active and reactive current components).

Output  of  DC  voltage  external controller is Id
current reference. In order to maintain unity power factor
Iq current reference is  set to 0. Voltage outputs Vq and
Vd of the current controller are converted to three
different    modulating   signals   Uref_a,  Uref_b,  Uref_c.
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Fig 5: IV characteristics of one module

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

These signals are then used by PWM three level
pulse generators.

Sample time of 100 micro second is used by the
system control for PLL synchronization unit and current
controllers. In the  proposed scheme, vary fast sample
time of 1micro second  is used  by pulse generators of
VSC and Boost converters to get a reasonable resolution
of PWM waveforms. PLL synchronization unit with our
implemented VSC controller is represented in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 respectively.

Wind Turbine: Wind energy conversion systems have
two main types

WECS with Fixed Speed

WECS with Variable Speed

As we are using Variable speed WECS so we will
only discuss that one.

Variable  Speed  Wind Turbine Systems: Speed is fixed
to a certain value in WECS Fixed systems; this will
produce a fluctuated output power by the use of Fixed
System. On the other hand, turbine is not directly linked
to  grid  system  in  variable speed wind  turbine  system.
In variable systems few electronic interface with different
kinds of  controllers  is located between grid and turbine
to offer control of system. Because of this we allow
turbine to work at different  speeds not including any
main fluctuations [7]. To get maximum power from turbine
we make use of control system. We can absorb gusts of
wind and hence mechanical stresses on wind turbine can
be reduced. [7, 8]. Using elasticity power quality can be
improved.

[7, 8]. We are using PMSGs due to its small size and
very high effectiveness.

(9)

(10)

Fig 6: MPPT controller for solar system
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 … (2) Inertia of turbine is  represented by JT, JG here is
Where, used to show inertia of machine, gear ratio between

C3 = 0.40, C1 = 0.51760, C2 = 116, C5 = 21, C4 = 5, 
C6 = 0.00680 (16)

Instead of mechanical control fixed pitch model is We are using Simulink built in block of permanent
used for separating electrical control effects because magnet synchronous machine.
hydraulic  manipulation  is  achieved by pitch control. PMSM block work  as a generator or either as a
Now new equation with power coefficient is presented as: motor. When torque is positive it work as a motor and

(11) Sign of the mechanical torque dictates the mode of

For power and torque we  have equations 4 & 5 positive for motor mode [9].
which represent characteristics of our wind turbine. For
power coefficient we have equation 3 and mechanical Machine Side Converter Control: Two loop control
power is represented by equation 12. structures which are using outer and inner loops in dq

side converter  control. Mechanical dynamics is control

(12) dynamics. According to the turbine output power
Torque is represented as commanded speed is pre-calculated and then it is set to

(13) to  maintain  Direct  Current link voltage at same level.

Generator rotor speed and Turbine output torque rotor power.
relationship is represented as (13). PWM converter is regulated by current. For this

(14) current component  is  used  and to control reactive

Here Tm is mechanical torque of wind turbine, w is Line currents standard PI – controllers are used in Direct
turbine shaft’s angular velocity and Js is total system Current voltage in outer control loop and dq synchronous
inertia. Js (total system inertia), is given by: frame in inner control loops. It has been observed that by

striking an id current component a PI controller can easily
(15) control Direct Current bus voltage. Active component of

turbine and generator is given by G.

when torque is negative it starts working as a generator.

operation, negative for generator mode and meaning

synchronous reference frame are included in Machine

by outer loop while the inner loop controls electrical

optimum speed.

Line Side Converter: Line  side converter’s objective is

This is done in spite of direction and magnitude of the

purpose to regulate Direct Current link voltage direct axis

power quadrature axis current component. To regulate

Fig 7: VSC controller for solar inverter
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Fig 8: PLL Synchronization unit

Fig 9: Maximum Power Point

injected current into the Line is represented by id and iq as input (mechanical torque) Tm for PMSM. Direction of
is its reactive component. So for acquiring only the torque (Tm)  is  made negative during generating mode
transfer of active power, the iq current reference of id and and is positive for the motoring mode of the PMSM.
iq is set to 0. Synchronization of converter with the Line Machine side converter controller takes 3 phase
is done by PLL. In PLL by using PI controller, difference stator current signal of the PMSM and the rotor speed as
between phase angle of inverter and that of line are input. Both, line side and machine side converters with
reduced to 0. triangular carrier signal uses the (SPWM) sinusoidal pulse

width modulation. The line side converters and machine

(17) available in universal bridge block.

Complete model of WTG system is shown in Fig. 10. system to the DC link voltages is dominated by diode
This is implemented in Matlab/Simulink SimPower rectifiers or phase controlled. But in this paper diode
Systems library. WTG (Wind Turbine Generation system) rectifier has been changed to the IGBT converter. This is
takes angular speed and wind speed of PMSM is the gated by the MPPT PWM converter. MPPT PWM
input. Output of the Torque of  wind  turbine is specified converter takes line current  and generator speed as input.

side converter are IGBT-based VSC. In the Simulink it is

Usually conversion of AC generator voltage in wind
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Fig 10: Wind model

Fig 11: Machine side controller for wind system

Fig 12: Line side controller for wind system

These changes have been done because non ideal It is required by phase displacement of voltage and
character of the input current drained by the rectifiers current fundamentals that the distribution and by
approach makes lots of problem. Problems are created for increasing their volt ampere ratings source equipment
power distribution network, also for different kind of handle reactive power. 
electrical systems. Some of these problems are listed Because of very large RMS values of input current
below. Lower rectifier efficiency.
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Low input power factor and High input current From t=0 sec to t= 0.05 sec, VSC converters and
harmonics. pulses to Boost are blocked. Photovoltaic voltage
Components size of reactive components becomes corresponds to open-circuit voltage. DC link capacitors
high. are charged above 500 Volts and three level bridges
Because of the associated  higher peak currents operates as a diode rectifier.
Input AC mains voltage distortion. At  t=0.05  sec   VSC   and   Boosts  converters  are

PV Array: 100 kW Photovoltaic array of detailed model Vdc=500  Volts.  Sun  irradiance is set to  1000 W/m2.
uses 330 SunPower modules known as SPR-305. Array Duty cycle of boost converter is fixed. Resulting
consists of 66 strings of 5 series connected modules. Photovoltaic voltage is
These  modules  are  connected  in parallel (66*5*305.2
W= 100.7 kW). V_PV = (1-D)*Vdc= (1-0.5)*500=250 V 

Specifications given by  Manufacturer  for one
module are: Steady state is  reached at t=0.25 sec. Maximum

Amount of series-connected cells: 96 Photovoltaic array output power is 96 kW. Phase A
Short Circuit Current: Isc = 5.96 A current and voltage at 25 kV bus are in phase. 
Open Circuit Voltage: Voc= 64.2 V MPPT is enabled at t=0.4 sec. By changeable duty

Current and Voltages for Maximum power: regulator starts regulating Photovoltaic voltage. When

Vmp =54.7 V, Imp= 5.58 A obtained.

Maximum of 100 kW at 1000 W/m2 sun irradiance is is expected from Photovoltaic module specifications
delivered by a PV array. To convert 500 V to 260 AC (Nser*Vmp=5*54.7V).
voltage Voltage source converters is used by maintaining From t=0.7 sec to t=1.2 sec, sun irradiance is lowered
the unity power factor. We have used 10 kvar capacitor down from 1000 W/m2 to 250 W/m2. At this point the
banks to filter harmonics and 100 kVA step up transformer MPPT keep tracking maximum power.
(260V/25kV). At  t=1.2  sec,  duty  cycle  is D=0.485  when

Electrical circuit is discredited at 1*e-6s sample time irradiance  has  decreased  to 250 W/m2. Here
to be used in detailed model. Sample time is 100 micro Photovoltaic voltage  and  power  are  Vmean=  255 V and
seconds for control systems. Pmean=22.6 kW.

de-blocked. Direct Current link voltage is regulated at

power with 1000 W/m2 irradiance is 100.7 kW and

cycle used to take out maximum power the MPPT

duty cycle is D=0.453 maximum power (100.7 kW) is

Photovoltaic  mean  voltage =274 V at t=0.6 sec, this

Fig 13: Output power of solar panel

Fig 14: Voltage and current waveforms of solar system
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Fig 15: Output voltage when solar-wind hybrid system is connected with grid.

Fig 16: Output current when solar hybrid system is connected with grid

Fig 16: Grid model

We can see that MMPT during this fast irradiance Changeable frequency. DFIG technology is used
change, carry on tracking maximum power. which allows extracting the maximum energy from wind.

From t=1.5 sec tot= 3 sec different kinds of irradiance This is done for low down wind speeds and is achieved
changes are applied to demonstrate high-quality by optimizing the turbine speed. Motorized stresses are
performance of MPPT controller. also minimized on turbine during gusts of wind.

Power of 9 MW produced by our wind turbine and Fig.  15  and  Fig.16  are  presenting output current
this power is connected with 25 Kilovolts distribution and voltages. These figures shows the results when we
system.   This  distribution   system  export   power   to connect our solar-wind hybrid system with grid.
120 kilovolts grid using 25 kilovolts feeder at distance of
30 km. Turbine speed is 1.2 pu. Reactive power is Grid Synchronization: Over all voltage output is then
maintained at 0 Mvar and Direct Current voltage is connected to the variable loads through the RLC filter
regulated at 1150 V. Turbine  output  power for wind which is used to remove the harmonics in the voltages.
speed of 15 m/s is 1 pu of its rated power, generator speed The left over power from the house use is then
is 1.2 pu, pitch angle is 8.7 deg. transmitted   to   the    grid    through    30km   feeder   line.
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Fig 17.a: Wind voltage

Fig 17.b: Wind Current

Fig 17.c: Active Power of wind

Fig 17.d: Reactive Power of wind

Fig 17.e: Regulated DC Voltage of wind

Fig 17.f: wind generation speed

CONCLUSION Future Work:  This  work  can  be  extended in the future

In  this  work,  distributed  energy  sources  and Logically this approach will have a better effect in
utility   grid   have   been   successfully  synchronized encountering the problem of increasing energy demands
with  less  than  10°  shift  in  voltages.  Output shows throughout the world.
that,  in  this  design  there   is   minimum   power   loss
with  reduced    harmonics   and  increased  efficiency. REFERENCES
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